
 

 

                                               
 

 

Name of pet _________________________________________________ 

Cat/Dog/Horse/ Other__________________________________________ 

Female/male               Fixed:  Yes/No         

Age____________ 

Phone____________________________ 

Email _____________________________________________________ 

Address___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Acupuncture Questionnaire 
 

Traditional Chinese Medicine has a different approach to illness than Western Medicine, 

and the main principles are, to treat the individual and not the disease. And that we are 

part of our environment, and will be greatly influenced by it. 

 

 

1. How would you describe your pet’s personality? 

a) Indifferent, Passive     b) Easy going, friendly & laid back   c) Very bossy, 

dominant, competitive & aspire to be the leader  d) He is the alpha animal in the 

pack, by nature. 

  

Has there been a personality change lately?  If yes-

explain____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

          Has there been a personality change over the course of the years?    Please   

explain_________________________________________________________________                                        

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Describe the aggressiveness/stress level of your pet. 

a) Very mellow, would never show signs of aggression 

b) May bite/kick/scratch occasionally under different circumstances 

c) Will be aggressive if feels threatened 

d) Will readily bite/kick/scratch/nip  

          

Eastern veterinary medicine questioner



 

 

 Has there been a change in aggressiveness level recently/over the years If yes-             

explain__________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

                         

3 How vocal is your pet 

a) will almost never vocalize 

b) will vocalize when left alone 

c) will vocalize when scared 

d) will vocalize - growl/bark/hiss at other animals 

e) will vocalize - growl/bark/hiss to indicate dominance 

f) will vocalized - growl/bark/hiss  at strangers 

 

Has there been a change in that aspect lately/over the years?  If yes-

explain______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________                                                                                                                       

 

 

 

4 How dominant is your pet- 

a) My pet makes sure everyone knows who’s the boss  

b) Shows some dominance but knows it’s limits 

c) Doesn’t care what his location in the pack is  

d) Dominant under certain circumstances 

Explain_____________________________________________________ 

 

Has there been a change in his approach in that aspect? If yes-

explain____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

5 How well does your pet cope with routine changes 

a) Doesn’t take routine changes easily, takes a long time to adjust 

b) Very adaptable to change 

c)  Other-explain________________________________________________ 

 

6 Is your pet emotionally attached to one person only? 

       a) Yes, and have difficult time when this person is away 

       b) Yes, but doesn’t have difficult time when that person is away 

       c)  No, my pet is not attached to only one person 

 

7 Describe the pain level of your pet 

a) Arthritis pain-hard to get up, climb stairs etc. 

b) my pet’s gait is stiff 

c) my pet’s pain signs are worse in the morning 

d) my pet’s  pain signs are worse at night 

e) my pet’s pain seems to be alleviate with warmth 



 

 

f) my pet’s pain seems to be alleviate with cold 

g) other/more details_____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

8 Does your pet prefer warm or cold environment? 

a) Does your pet prefer blanket/ carpet?     Mark:  1-2-3-4-5 

b) Does your pet prefer tile?                        Mark:  1-2-3-4-5  

c) Does your pet prefer sun?                        Mark:  1-2-3-4-5 

d) Does your pet prefer the shade?              Mark: 1-2-3-4-5 

 

Has there been a change in that aspect?  If yes-

explain____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

9 What is your pet main source of protein ________________________________ 

a) Lamb 

b) Beef 

c) Chicken 

d) Duck 

e) Fish-which___________________________________________________ 

f) Turkey 

 

10 Does your dog eat table-scraps_________________________________________ 

 

11  Have you change your pet’s diet recently?  Yes/no 

explain__________________________________________________________ 

 

12 What else do you feed your pet _______________________________________ 

 

13 Describe your pets stool- Loose/ Firm/ Watery/contains clear gelatinous 

material/blood 

other:____________________________________________________________ 

      Any recent changes in that aspect?  

      If yes- explain_____________________________________________________ 

 

14    What is your pet’s reaction to loud noises? 

              a) Can’t care less 

              b) Gets alert but not hysterical 

              c)  Hides away really frightened 

 

 

15      How friendly/shy is your pet when meeting new people 

               a) Greet everybody very happy and excited 

               b)  Moderately friendly 

               c) Will be aloof, indifferent & not very friendly 

               d) Will try hiding away immediately 



 

 

                e)  Will exhibit aggressive behavior 

 

16   How friendly/shy is your pet when meeting new animals 

                 a) Greet everybody very happy and excited 

                 b)  Moderately friendly 

                 c) Will be aloof, indifferent & not very friendly 

                 d) Will try hiding away immediately 

                 e)  Will exhibit aggressive behavior 

          

17   Does your pet receive any medication currently?   If yes, 

explain______________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

18. What is your main concern with your pet? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

19. What other concerns do you have with your pet?  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

20. What are your expectations from Acupuncture/Alternative Medicine treatment for 

your pet? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

21. Please priorities the goals you would like to achieve through 

Acupuncture/Alternative 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

22.  Have you ever tried Alternative Medicine/Acupuncture for yourself or for any of 

your 

pets?________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


